Virtus Sex (Erotic Dark Fantasy Paranormal) by Laura Tolomei
When Prince Duncan Caldwell loses his way home and knocks on a stranger’s door, looking to find shelter,
he doesn’t know his life is about to change forever. Not because he can’t tear his gaze away from the
beautiful woman who opens that door, but more so because she’s a stranger yet he can’t shake the feeling
she belongs to him. And discovering she’s been banned from his home can’t stop the vortex of his feelings
nor the truth of his world from crashing down on him.
This is just the beginning of the Virtus Saga, where nothing is as it seems. Not the world, since its allpervading sex drive hides a scary lack of violence. Not the people, since soul mates Prince Duncan Caldwell
and Lord Christopher Templeton share a love that is unrivaled until that fateful knock on Ylianor Meyer’s
dilapidated shack.
This book starts the love and the passion that entwines fiery sex into this intricate three-way relationship.
It’s a unique connection, laced with jealousy and violence that are unknown to their world. This is not just
another erotic dark fantasy series.
This is the making of a trio. Of three remarkable characters that must overcome their uncontrollable lust
to face the truth about themselves and their planet if they want to defeat the darkness about to devour
them. To be as one whilst three! To share power and love in equal measures. This is their real challenge,
the lesson they must learn.
Otherwise, how will their world survive?

5 Star Review: Author Laura Tolomei takes her book, Virtus Sex (Erotic Dark Fantasy Paranormal) to a
new level of imagination.
In the opening scene, Prince Duncan Caldwell is traveling on his horse named Fuzeon through familiar
territory, but as fate would have it, he loses his way. Spotting a dilapidated shack, the Prince decides to
knock on the door, hoping for shelter. He is not prepared to come face to face with a sexually stunning
woman named, Ylianor Meyer.
Strong characters in provocative settings, using sexually graphic dialog weave a suspenseful plot that
twists, turns and carries the reader into powerful drama using magic, multiple sex partners and the
power of erotica to tease readers in this dark fantasy.
I bring you into Ylianor Meyer’s story in Chapter Forty:
“She had watched them from afar, not daring to intrude in their conversation. She was already
interfering enough as it was, trailing along uninvited in their private journey, shipped off by a
David too worried to hear reasons.
For it was not her idea to leave Black Rose after it had taken her ten long years to get back to it.
Still, David had not listened to her and gone directly to the prince. And this was the result—two
smoldering pyres of enraged powers that could lash out at any moment and burn her to a crisp
faster than the bat of an eye. And for what reason she could only guess.
She had honestly thought her first sharing with him had been great. No, exceptional, since she
had never expected it to take quite this form nor to lace the sex to the point of being mindblowing. Well, for her at least since she was still reeling from it. For him, too, or so she had
believed on perceiving his extreme satisfaction and feverish excitement. For the smug Lord
Templeton, too, for his lights had shimmered in such a way there could be no doubt he had loved
every minute of it. Then the blending together had taken every- thing to another level, one she
was still trying to figure out, while the sensation that it had filled the huge void inside of her clung
on.
But maybe it had not been that impressive, not to them given their considerably greater
experience in sex. So, there was no guarantee he would jump at the chance to continue, perhaps
deepen this new exchange between them, not now that he was so close to exploding from the
sheer force of the fury strangling him. She saw it as clearly as if she had been riding next to him,
had seen his surprisingly red hue ever since catching sight of him walking to the stables. All
directed against her, as if she had done something terribly wrong.
But what could it possibly be? What had she done to deserve this?”
The character’s back stories along with this well written drama will carry you through this “Author’s Cut”
(Virtus Sex-Book One) and will get you ready to read the “Author’s Cut” (Virtus Game Book Two), along
with all the books, in this Virtus Saga Series. Italian-born Author Laura Tolomei lives in Alicante, Spain
and has authored many erotic romances “with an edge”, horror novels, and a few with historical
significance.
Review by Theodocia McLean (Book Marketing Global Network).
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Virtus Game (Erotic Dark Fantasy Paranormal) by Laura Tolomei
When Prince Duncan Caldwell has to enter Cecilia Hurst’s Game of Masters and Slaves, he already knows
he’ll have to play Master if he intends to retrieve the pyramid Cecilia stole from the sacred Nephis Valley.
And his choice for a slave can only be Ylianor Meyer, however fiercely Lord Christopher Templeton resents

her and her overpowering erotic intrusion in a trip that should’ve been his and Duncan’s alone. No, make
that in a love that should’ve been his and Duncan’s alone!
Then, things precipitate into chaos, and Duncan’s new responsibilities will inevitably change everything
forever, their inner balance included. Such is the new setting of the Virtus Saga, where nothing is as it
seems. Not the world, since its all-pervading sex drive hides a scary lack of violence. Not the people, since
soul mates Prince Duncan Caldwell and Lord Christopher Templeton burn from a love that is unrivaled
until that fateful knock on Ylianor Meyer’s dilapidated shack.
This book picks up right where Virtus Sex, Book 1, leaves off and explodes lust and leadership into
estrangement and chaos. It’s a unique connection, laced with such jealousy and violence that are
unknown to their world. Not just another erotic dark fantasy series, this is the making of a trio. Of three
remarkable characters that must overcome their uncontrollable lust to face the truth about themselves
and their planet if they want to defeat the darkness about to devour them.
To be as one whilst three! To share power and love in equal measures. That’s their real challenge, the
lesson they must learn.
Otherwise, how will their world survive?
5 Star Review: Book Two in the Virtus Saga (Virtus Game) begins where Book One (Virtus Sex) left off.
Prince Duncan Caldwell finds himself in a dilemma. He is the only one who can retrieve the pyramid the
Cecilia Hurst stole from Nephis Valley, but int order to achieve his goal, he must play Cecilia’s (the thief)
game of “Masters and Slaves”. Duncan has his choice of slaves, and instead of choosing his long-time
partner Lord Christopher Templeton, he chooses Ylianor Meyer.
Tensions rise between Prince Duncan and Lord Christopher, because these two male soul mates (sexual
duo) had invited Ylianor Meyer (lady of the shack who helped Prince Duncan out one rainy night in the
forest) into their Virtus scenario. Jealousy is a dark force, when the three of them had shared equal power
in love.
The game has begun. This time, I bring you into the story at Chapter Twenty-five.
“When everything went dark, Ylianor precipitated in a bottomless void.
Down and down she went. Entirely in the blind, she kept falling until she hit the hard ground.
Or what she thought was hard ground. Point of fact, she could feel nothing.
Not even her body.
If that was most puzzling, it was just the beginning of the strangeness. For wherever she was, she
was not in Blue Oasis anymore.
“No,” a metallic male voice startled her. “Now, you’re here with me, little girl.”
“Me who?” She regretted the question the moment she uttered it. “Who are you?” What are you
would have been more in order.
For what she sensed in the cold, vast emptiness was dreadful. To the point, it crushed her to the
same hard ground that was just a figment of her imagination.

“I am Virtus.” Big, dark and oppressive, a tall shape con- fronted her.
Cloaked in a long black mantel, she could not quite define it human. Not since it had hard metallic
stumps where hands should have been. No face, either, save for an oval disc covered by a black
hood and sparked by a series of intermittent lights. But what most disturbed her was the lack of
eyes. If the ominous red flash crossing the oval disc was their replacement, she was in even bigger
trouble than she had initially assessed.
“I am chaos.” The loud boom seemed to emphasize his claim. “Cause I intend to finish the mission
I’ve sworn to carry out.” The red light running from one end of what she could not bring herself
to call face flashed menacingly.
“No, wait.” With an effort, she suppressed the shiver of fear evoked by his mere words. “First, tell
me. Where am I?” Not that she cared a fig about it, just hoped to stall him before the irreparable
occurred.
Because it was only a matter of time before it would regard- less of her attempts to the contrary.
“Guess,” Virtus goaded her on purpose.
If this monster wanted to play games, she was ready for him.
Well, almost.
Truth was—she had no idea where she was. In the darkness was her only certainty, since also the
stars had gone dead. The ground, if such it was, gave her the impression of being rocky, warm
and...
Her heart skipped a beat. Whatever lay below her was alive.”
Find out what happens next.
The characters and well written erotic dark fantasy paranormal drama continue to hold true from book
one (Virtus Sex) through the “Author’s Cut” (Virtus Game Book Two). Next comes “The Festival-Book 3”
in the Virtus Saga series. Italian-born Author Laura Tolomei lives in Alicante, Spain and has authored many
erotic romances “with an edge”, horror novels, and a few with historical significance.
Review by Theodocia McLean (Book Marketing Global Network).
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Not In The Game: Virtus Saga Plus (Erotic Dark Fantasy Paranormal) by Laura Tolomei
When Prince Duncan Caldwell has to enter Cecilia Hurst's Game of Masters and Slaves, he already knows
he'll have to play Master if he intends to retrieve the pyramid Cecilia stole from the sacred Nephis Valley.
And his choice for a slave can only be Ylianor Meyer, however fiercely Lord Christopher Templeton resents
her and her overpowering erotic intrusion in a trip that should've been his and Duncan's alone. No, make
that in a love that should've been his and Duncan's alone!
Such is the new setting of the Virtus Saga, where nothing is what it seems. Not since soul-mates Prince
Duncan Caldwell and Lord Christopher Templeton share a love that is unrivaled, until that fateful knock
on Ylianor Meyer's dilapidated shack changes everything forever.

This book doesn't simply pick up right where Book 1 The Sex leaves off. This book explodes it all--the lust
and the leadership, but also the estrangement and the chaos. Mostly the unique connection laced with a
load of jealousy and violence that is unknown to their world. Because this isn't just another erotic dark
fantasy series. This is the making of a trio. The story of three remarkable characters that have to overcome
their uncontrollable lust to face the truth about themselves and their planet, in order to defeat the
darkness about to devour them. To be as one whilst three! That's their real challenge. Because, if they
can't learn to share power and love in equal measures, how will they be able to ensure their world's
survival?
Given the saga nature of this ongoing fantasy series, it is advisable to read each book in sequence.
5 Star Review: It is important to recognize “Not In The Game: Virtus Saga Plus” by Laura Tolomei is an
erotic dark fantasy paranormal. In keeping with the author’s intention, I am reading this series in
sequence. This book is an extension of Virtus Game (book two). The deleted scenes from book two merit
their own title and the scenes have been designed for those who follow the series.
Cecilia Hurst’s Game of Masters and Slaves is in full swing and opens with sex scene between Prince
Duncan Caldwell and his soul mate Lord Christopher Templeton. Each chapter highlights the game
participants, both male and female.
Keep in mind that this series explores love, lust, power and control within dual partnerships and trios. I
bring you into the “game” in Chapter Sixteen with participants Prince Duncan Caldwell and his slave
Ylianor Meyer.
“That was fantastic.” After stretching as sated and as sensual as only she could be, Ylianor
snuggled closer. “And you were the most awesome master a girl could hope for.” Adjusting her
position, she managed to press all her curves to his still hungry body.
Amazing how she fitted him to a Tee. To think he remembered looking for just such a combination
when he had been seeking a pledge mate. And the fact none of the other women ever came close
to that perfect fit made him want her more.
More than he had already taken. More than she had al- ready given. As though he would not rest
until everyone recognized his claim to the whole of her.
For his greatest kick throughout the entire game had been to make it clear that she belonged to
him. That his mastery over her was complete and went beyond the sex, so no one would doubt
she was his in a way she could never be with anyone else.
“And everybody kind of envied me for being your slave.” Of course, she had noticed, picking it up
thanks to her aura reading Virt.
But what caught his attention was how proud she sounded about it.
“Maybe because you played it at the edge of every sensation.” She bit her lower lip as though she
were not sure. “And pushed me far beyond my limits.” Not far enough if her pelvis digging in his
crotch was any indication. “Could that be it?” Completely aware that he was heating up again, she
regarded him with the most adorable expression stamped all over her beautiful face.”

This series is for adults and that is why I also choose an excerpt that is suitable for general audiences. The
language and content of this series is erotically raw. I have now read three books in the Virtus Series which
leaves The Festival (Book 3), The Leader (Book 4), The Pledge (Book 5), The Heat (Book 6), The Princess
(Book 7) and The Lord (Book 8).
Italian-born Author Laura Tolomei lives in Alicante, Spain and has authored many erotic romances “with
an edge”, horror novels, and a few with historical significance.
Review by Theodocia McLean (Book Marketing Global Network).
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About Laura Tolomei: If you really want to know, I was born in 1965 in Rome, Italy, but soon started my
travelling career. At the age of five, my parents took me to Lagos, Nigeria, where I grew up free and hot
like I've never been since. I loved it there and still think of it with nostalgia. Anyway, it was also where I
learned English.

After my African experience, I was ready to tackle the US. I lived in Atlanta, GA, five teen-age years,
attending the Crestwood High School, where I started my writing career by publishing a short story
Nostalgia on the Crestwood Journal. Very thrilled about discovering my new talent, I went ahead during
college, writing for the Emory University journal The Phoenix. Three articles mark my first-and last-steps
in journalism, "The peace Corps", "WAMM, Women Against Military Madness," and "Lesbism".
After my American experience, I moved back to Rome, but still kept living from time to time abroad,
spending several months in Mumbay India, a country I always felt very close to me in more ways than one.
Today, I write both in Italian and English, mostly fiction of various genres, from fantasy erotica, to
mysteries up to plain ordinary life stories.
For those of you who read Italian, you can simply visit the Italian sections of my website
www.lallagatta.com, but if you feel particularly lazy, here's a short summary:
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